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Priority effects are commonly used to describe a broad suite 
of phenomena capturing the influence of species arrival order 
on the diversity, composition and function of ecological com-
munities. Several studies have suggested reframing prior-
ity effects around the stabilizing and equalizing concepts of 
coexistence theory. We show that the only compatible priority 
effects are those characterized by positive frequency-depen-
dence, irrespective of whether they emerge in equilibrium or 
non-equilibrium systems.

The order in which species arrive in a locality can have lasting 
impacts on the diversity, composition and function of ecological 
communities1,2. This phenomenon, frequently referred to as prior-
ity effects, historical contingency or founder control3, was origi-
nally explored analytically through Lotka–Volterra competition 
models4,5. In these simple models, priority effects emerge when the 
growth rate of each species is a positive function of its relative abun-
dance, which results in the emergence of alternative stable states 
(panel a of the figure in Box 1). From a theoretical perspective, the 
term priority effect is synonymous with any process generating 
alternative stable states6; however, over time its usage has broadened 
to encompass a wider suite of phenomena, including those lacking 
multiple attractors. Several studies have subsequently raised the 
prospect of reorganizing priority effects around the stabilizing and 
equalizing concepts of coexistence theory7–9. Here, we identify the 
unrecognized problems and promise of such an endeavour. In par-
ticular, we demonstrate that the only compatible priority effects are 
those characterized by positive frequency-dependence (PFD).

According to coexistence theory, species can coexist when the 
fitness differences between them are smaller than their niche differ-
ences, where the former compares overall adaptedness to a shared 
environment and the latter captures overlap in resource usage in 
space and time10. This is equivalent to stating that each species 
exhibits negative frequency-dependence (NFD), that is, reduced 
growth as a function of its own relative abundance in a community. 
For a two-species Lotka–Volterra competition model this can be 
summarized via the inequality
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where the niche overlap, ρ, is equal to ‘1 −  niche difference’ and 
is bounded between 0 and 1, and ∕f f2 1

 is the fitness ratio (panels b,c 
of the figure in Box  1). It follows that we can differentiate between 
two classes of coexistence mechanisms: the equalizing mechanisms 
that reduce the fitness difference and the stabilizing mechanisms 
that reduce niche overlap.

In addition to being ecologically intuitive, the bounding of 
the niche overlap between 0 and 1 has statistical provenance in 
Chesson’s original definition as the correlation between the resource 
utilization functions of species in MacArthur’s consumer–resource 
model11. More recently, however, Chesson12 provided a convenient 
formula for the niche overlap in terms of the Lotka–Volterra com-
petition coefficients, αij. Specifically
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Whether a given ρ generates NFD depends on the fitness differ-
ence between competing species, but it is clear from this formula-
tion that ρ is bounded by 0 and 1 only when the product of the 
intraspecific coefficients is greater than the product of the interspe-
cific coefficients. When the reverse is true, ρ takes values greater 
than 1, and the system exhibits priority effects giving rise to two 
alternative stable states, depending on the initial density of the spe-
cies (panels a,b of the figure in Box  1).

At first glance, ρ >  1 is at odds with both intuitive and statistical 
interpretations of the niche overlap, and it becomes even more non-
sensical when cast as a negative niche difference (1 – ρ). However, 
this break with convention operationalizes the criteria for PFD, that 
is, the analytical definition of priority effects, as the inverse of the 
stable coexistence inequality (panel b of the figure in Box  1)9:
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we rename the niche difference (1– ρ) as the stabilization 
potential to avoid the semantic challenges of referring to a nega-
tive niche difference, we see from equation (3) that any mechanism 
that reduces the fitness ratio, or further decreases the stabilization 
potential below zero (that is, further increases ρ >  1), will increase 
the probability of priority effects. Thus, similar to stable coexistence, 
we recognize that stable priority effects are also jointly controlled by 
both stabilizing and equalizing mechanisms. Note that the stabili-
zation potential diverges around zero such that values above zero 
represent the stabilization potential for coexistence, whereas values 
below zero represent the stabilization potential for priority effects, 
that is, the strength of the attractor towards alternative stable states 
(panel b of the figure in Box  1). Our terminology is different from 
recent heuristic translations of priority effects into coexistence the-
ory, where the decrease in niche differences (the stabilization poten-
tial) below zero has been referred to as destabilization7,8. However, 
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although the coexistence attractor becomes unstable, multiple 
community attractors become dynamically stable. Therefore, we 
favour conceptualizing destabilization as any process that causes the  
stabilization potential to approach zero from values above or below 
zero (Fig. 1e).

A classic example of priority effects emerging from PFD is from 
Tilman’s 1982 monograph13. Using the approach taken by Letten et 
al.9 to derive the niche overlap and the fitness ratio from Tilman’s 
consumer–resource model, PFD-generated priority effects can be 
partitioned into stabilizing and equalizing components. This par-
titioning is achieved by translating Tilman’s model into a Lotka–
Volterra form, which allows for the competition coefficients in 
terms of consumer–resource parameters to be derived. From there 
we can explore the effect of modifying mechanistic parameters on 
the stabilization potential using equation (2) and the fitness ratio 

using the companion formula12,14 (full derivation provided in the 
Supplementary Information):
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In Fig. 1a, NFD and coexistence occur due to a combination of 
(1) intersecting ZNGI (the set of resource concentrations at which 
the growth of the species balances the mortality) indicating a trade-
off in the competitive fitness of the two species for two substitut-
able resources (R) where the red species benefits more from R2 and 
the blue species from R1; (2) consumption vectors (relative rates at 
which resources are depleted via consumption) that are directed 
towards the favoured resource of each species, such that the red  

Box 1 | Coexistence and priority effects in a Lotka–Volterra competition model

Whether coexistence or priority effects emerge in a two-species 
Lotka–Volterra competition model depends on the relative mag-
nitude of intra- and interspecific competition. Consider the fol-
lowing Lotka–Volterra model:
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The intrinsic growth rate, r1 and r2, of each species is 
negatively affected by intraspecific (α11 and α22) and interspecific 
competition (α12 and α21). The two species coexist in a stable 
state with positive densities if α11 >  α21 and α22 >  α12, that 
is, when intraspecific competition exceeds interspecific 
competition. Under this scenario, each species exhibits NFD 
because an increase in its abundance leads to a larger negative 
impact on itself. Alternatively, when interspecific effects exceed 

intraspecific effects, that is, α11 <  α21 and α22 <  α12, each species 
exhibits PFD and an increase in its abundance results in a 
larger negative impact on the competitor. This leads to priority 
effects in the form of alternative stable states. The community 
trajectory is attracted to one of the two monoculture 
equilibriums, dominated by either N1 or N2, depending on the 
initial abundance of the two species.

The relationship between the competition coefficients and 
competition outcome can be directly mapped to the parameter 
space of the stabilization potential (1 −  ρ, x axis) and the fitness 
ratio (f2/f1, y axis) (panel b; see Main text). The solid (f2/f1 =  ρ) 
and dotted (f2/f1 =  1 / ρ) boundaries partition the parameter space 
into four distinct regions, each representing different outcomes 
of competition. The light grey area on the right (ρ <  f2/f1 <  1 / ρ) 
indicates parameter combinations that result in stable coexistence. 
This requires ρ to be bounded between 0 and 1, which is 
guaranteed when intraspecific competition is stronger than 
interspecific competition. The dark grey area on the left (1 / ρ < 
f2/f1 <  ρ ) indicates the parameter space such that ρ >  1, resulting in 
priority effects.
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Coexistence and priority effects in a Lotka–volterra competition model. a–c, The community trajectories demonstrating priority effects (a) and 
stable coexistence (c). The dynamics in a and c correspond to the position of the black circle and black square, respectively, in b. In b, the x axis 
represents the stabilization potential (1 −  ρ) and the y axis represents the fitness ratio, f2/f1; the solid and dotted lines represent the boundary where 
f2/f1 equals ρ and 1 / ρ, respectively. The upper and lower white areas indicate the regions where parameter combinations result in the dominance of 
species 2 (blue) and 1 (red), respectively; the right light grey and the left dark grey areas indicate regions of stable coexistence and priority effects, 
respectively (parameter values and starting values provided in the Supplementary Information). All units are arbitrary.
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species consumes more R2 and vice versa, which is a prerequisite for 
intraspecific feedbacks being greater than interspecific feedbacks; 
and (3) a resource supply point (resource availability the system 
would return to in the absence of consumption) with an intermedi-
ate resource ratio, which ensures neither species is overly advan-
taged by an imbalanced abundance of their favoured resource9,15. As 
the angle between the consumption vectors declines to θ2 (Fig. 1b), 
the stabilization potential also declines. The outcome is competi-
tive exclusion when the stabilization potential falls below the fitness 
ratio (Fig.  1e). Once the consumption vectors cross and begin to 
diverge, each species consumes more of its competitor’s favoured 
resource (θ3; Fig. 1c), setting up the conditions for PFD. However, 
if the fitness difference remains sufficiently large, the outcome 
will still be exclusion, irrespective of arrival order (Fig. 1e). If the 
resource supply shifts to a more balanced ratio (Fig. 1d), the fitness 
inequality is reduced and priority effects emerge (Fig. 1e). The spe-
cies that arrives first reduces the resource level of its competitor’s 
favoured resource below the competitor’s R*, which is the minimum 
resource concentration required to maintain a positive growth rate 
and is denoted by the intercept of the ZNGI with the resource axis. 
The result is that the late-arriving competitor is unable to invade.

The above results demonstrate that priority effects are a func-
tion of both the stabilization potential and the fitness inequality, 
and that only the subset of phenomena commonly referred to as 
priority effects are compatible with coexistence theory. In particu-
lar, compatible phenomena are limited to those that generate PFD 
and are therefore consistent with the original definition derived 
from the Lotka–Volterra model6. This is not to say that PFD is 
unique to systems exhibiting point equilibria. For example, the 
coexistence-affecting mechanism relative nonlinearity can gener-
ate PFD when species that benefit from fluctuations in the intensity 
of competition also exacerbate those fluctuations16. In Fig. 2, two 
species with nonlinear functional responses exhibit negative aver-
age invader growth rates when competing for a logistically grow-
ing resource. As the resident, blue is able to draw resource levels 
below red’s R* and therefore prevent red from invading; however, 

at sufficiently high initial density, red generates large resource 
fluctuations that blue is unable to control. Nevertheless, in a sys-
tem that precludes the emergence of PFD or NFD, and hence the 
emergence of a non-zero stable attractor, the stabilization poten-
tial term is unquantifiable. This criterion, however, wholly or par-
tially excludes a number of phenomena lacking multiple attractors, 
which for heuristic reasons are often included under the umbrella 
of priority effects (see examples in Fukami2). We briefly consider 
two of these phenomena below.

When applying coexistence theory to study priority effects, it is 
important to recognize that PFD can emerge from negative or posi-
tive density dependence, that is, facilitation. However, while con-
ceptually compatible with coexistence theory, the analytical tools 
currently available (equation (2)) cannot be leveraged to interpret 
the facilitative dynamics because negative αij in the Lotka–Volterra 
framework would generate unbounded population densities. 
Facilitation, of course, cannot go on forever and coexistence theory 
may still provide insight when negative density dependence starts 
to operate17. However, unless constrained by specific model designs, 
the formulas can only be applied to PFD emerging from negative 
density dependence.

An alternative form of positive density dependence sometimes 
characterized as a priority effect is an Allee effect6. For species 
exhibiting an Allee effect, there is a density threshold dividing 
two alternative stable states, such that above which the popula-
tion persists and below which the population goes extinct. The 
alternative stable states arise from endogenous mechanisms at the 
population level, and are therefore distinct from priority effects 
that emerge at the community level driven by species interac-
tions. Thus, while Allee effects can effect community composition 
if interspecific interactions maintain species below their Allee 
threshold, they occur independently of the frequency of a species 
in a community.

Finally, the notion of priority effects has also been usefully 
applied to understand the effects of arrival order on successional 
dynamics. In these instances, differences in initial abundance can 
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Fig. 1 | effect of changing the consumption vector of species and the supply ratio of two resources in a consumer–resource model on the fitness ratio 
and stabilization potential (niche difference) of coexistence theory. a–d, The solid red and blue lines represent the zero net growth isocline (ZNGI) for 
each species (species 1 and 2, respectively); the solid lines with arrow heads are the respective consumption vectors; the dashed lines are the inverse of 
the vectors; and the black circles and squares represent two different resource supply ratios. The red species benefits more from consuming R2, while the 
blue species benefits most from R1, as indicated by its lower intercept. In a, red and blue species coexist, in b and c, red excludes blue; in d, priority effects 
lead to the monodominance of either red or blue. e, The x axis represents the stabilization potential (1 –ρ); the y axis represents the fitness ratio (f2/f1); and 
the right and left grey areas indicate the coexistence and priority effect regions, respectively. The angles given by θ1–3 in a–d correspond to the respective 
θ1–3 in e. Note that the y axis is a logarithmic scale. Analytical treatment and simulation parameters are provided in the Supplementary Information.
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cause compositional trajectories to vary through time, even though 
they may all eventually converge on the same community state. 
Such ‘alternative transient states’18 can also be observed in natu-
rally ephemeral microbial systems, such as those that develop in 
floral nectar or woody debris, where the final state might be the 
local extinction of all community members following the exhaus-
tion of available resources. The trajectories of these communities, 
which are an outcome of resource pre-emption, may have down-
stream impacts on pollinator preference and decomposition rates 
and therefore undoubtedly reflect ecological phenomena with 
meaningful consequences for ecosystem function. Furthermore, it 
may be relevant to consider these processes with respect to stabiliz-
ing mechanisms operating at some larger temporal or spatial scales. 
Nevertheless, treated independently of their broader spatio-tem-
poral context, there is little scope or rationale to bring coexistence 
theory to bear on such phenomena.

Interest in coexistence theory has been growing steadily, but to 
date the overwhelming emphasis has been on the underlying stabi-
lizing mechanisms giving rise to NFD and stable coexistence. We 
have illustrated the most accessible approach to incorporating pri-
ority effects mediated through PFD into this body of theory. When 
priority effects emerge from positive density dependence or occur 
in transient systems, it is currently unclear how to analytically con-
nect them to coexistence theory.

Methods
PFD in an equilibrium system. We first provide an example of PFD emerging 
from resource competition in an equilibrium system (Fig. 1). To this end, we 
take Tilman’s original consumer–resource model (see p. 270 of ref. 13), where two 
consumers, N1 and N2, are competing for two perfectly substitutable resources, R1 
and R2. The dynamics of this system can be described as follows:
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Here, ri represents the maximum population growth rate for species i (i =  1 or 2) 
and D represents the constant mortality of the consumers and turnover rate of 
resources. The per capita resource consumption rate of consumer Ni on resource 

Rj (j =  1 or 2) is represented by cij, whereas wij represents a weighting factor that 
converts availability of Rj into its value for consumer Ni. Following a Monod growth 
model, ki is the half-saturation constant for Ni resource consumption, and Ti is 
the minimum amount of total resource required for Ni to grow. Finally, S1 and S2 
represent the resource supply concentrations for R1 and R2, respectively. For this 
model, we define the consumption vectors for consumer i on the two substitutable 
resources as a vector with elements (ci1, ci2), and the supply point can be expressed 
as a point with coordinates (S1, S2).

We used the approach implemented in Letten et al.9 to translate changes 
in the parameters of Tilman’s consumer–resource model13 into changes to the 
stabilization potential (1 – ρ) and fitness ratio (f2/f1) of coexistence theory (see 
Supplementary Information for detailed mathematical treatment). In brief, we 
solved the coexistence equilibrium of a consumer–resource model and rearranged 
it algebraically to a form comparable to the equilibrium of a two-species Lotka–
Volterra competition model (Box 1,equations (5) and (6)). We then quantified the 
stabilization potential and fitness ratio based on equations in the main text. For 
our specific model, we can express these two components of coexistence theory as 
follows:
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We varied the per capita consumption rates, cij, of the species and the 
supply point to study the effects of changing consumer–resource parameters on 
stabilization potential and fitness ratio. See Supplementary Information for detailed 
parameter values.

PFD in a non-equilibrium system. Next, we provided an example of PFD 
emerging through the coexistence-affecting mechanism relative nonlinearity. 
In this example, our model consists of two consumers competing for a single 
logistically growing resource. One species has a type-3 functional response (blue in 
Fig. 2), given by:
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The other species (red in Fig. 2) has a modified Monod (type-2) functional 
response with inhibition at high resource levels:
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Fig. 2 | PFD emerges from endogenously generated resource fluctuations. a–c, Blue is the better competitor at low resource levels and also suppresses 
fluctuations in the resource to its own advantage; red is the better competitor at moderate resource levels and, because of a highly nonlinear functional 
response due to inhibited growth at high resource levels, generates fluctuations in the resource to its own advantage (a). When each species 
begins at a sufficiently higher density than its competitor, it is able to prevent its competitor from invading (b,c). Simulation parameters provided in 
the Supplementary Information. All units are arbitrary.
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Here, Ni is the population density of consumer i (i =  1 or 2), μmaxi
 is the maximum 

growth rate, Ksi is the half-saturation constant, R is the density/concentration of 
resource, d is the density independent mortality rate and Ki is the inhibition term 
unique to the second species.

Time series simulations were run with the LSODA solver using the deSolve 
package v1.2019 in R v3.4.2. To study PFD, we started the simulation with different 
initial population sizes. See Supplementary Methods for detailed parameter values.

Data availability
All simulated data was generated by R language. All code used for this study is 
available at https://github.com/pojuke/CoexistPFD and upon request from the 
corresponding author.
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Software and code
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Data collection Not applicable, simulated data generated by R language

Data analysis Simulations performed in R language. All code used for this study are available at https://github.com/pojuke/PFD and are available on 
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Research sample Not applicable as all analyses use simulated data

Sampling strategy Not applicable as all analyses use simulated data

Data collection Not applicable as all analyses use simulated data

Timing and spatial scale Not applicable as all analyses use simulated data

Data exclusions Not applicable as all analyses use simulated data
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